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Abstract
Domain shift is a very challenging problem for semantic segmentation. Any model
can be easily trained on synthetic data, where images and labels are artificially generated,
but it will perform poorly when deployed on real environments. In this paper, we address
the problem of domain adaptation for semantic segmentation of street scenes. Many
state-of-the-art approaches focus on translating the source image while imposing that the
result should be semantically consistent with the input. However, we advocate that the
image semantics can also be exploited to guide the translation algorithm. To this end, we
rethink the generative model to enforce this assumption and strengthen the connection
between pixel-level and feature-level domain alignment. We conduct extensive exper-
iments by training common semantic segmentation models with our method and show
that the results we obtain on the synthetic-to-real benchmarks surpass the state-of-the-art.
1 Introduction
Deep neural networks for the semantic segmentation of street scenes require to be trained
on large and heterogeneous datasets to achieve good accuracy and generalize well. Never-
theless, they still might fail in unseen scenarios and environments (e.g. because of adverse
weather). Collecting and manually annotating datasets which can cover all these scenarios
requires a huge effort, since the cost of per-pixel labeling is too high.
Simulators, instead, allow to generate unlimited labeled data with low effort. Driving
simulators, for example, only require to setup the needed scene and to drive in it to collect
the required data. Despite the advances and the photorealism of modern computer graphics,
simulators still fail at generating images visually similar to the real ones, which is why
models trained naively on such kind of data perform poorly when deployed in the real world.
This setting falls in the more general problem of Domain Adaptation: we have access to
two domains, source and target, and we want to exploit the source domain to maximize the
accuracy in the target domain, for a given task. When we do not have access to the target
labels, but only source ones, we call this Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA). In our
case we can formalize the source and target domains to be a synthetic and real dataset.
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Figure 1: Core idea of our image-to-image translation system. We use the segmentation
network M to get the semantic map M(XS) from the source image XS. The semantic map
acts as guidance for the translation model FS→T , which translates XS to the target domain.
The translated image XS→T is then fed to M again and we get M(XS→T ). Finally we impose
the cross-domain semantic consistency by using the Symmetric Cross-Entropy Loss LSCE .
The most recent solutions to this problem adopt a two-steps approach. The first step is
to perform image-to-image translation, where a generative model (e.g. CycleGAN [51]) or
a stylization method [8] is employed to translate the source images to the target domain.
The second step involves training the segmentation network on the translated images, where
various methods can be employed to align the features extracted in the two domains.
We focus on improving the first step, making the translation model aware of the task that
has to be performed on the resulting images. Different loss functions have been introduced
to impose that the task network gives the same result on the two domains [5, 16, 24]. Here,
instead, we rethink the generator architecture itself and design it to condition the image
translation according to the predicted classes. This not only enhances the capabilities of the
generator, but also strengthens the connection between translation and segmentation, since
the generated features are connected to the corresponding class by the network itself.
Similar to the related work [5, 16, 24, 31, 42] we test our method by adapting both the
GTA5 [36] and SYNTHIA [37] synthetic datasets to Cityscapes [6] and show that our results
surpass the current state-of-the-art for the commonly used segmentation networks.
2 Related Work
Our work can be split into two cooperating parts: UDA for semantic segmentation and
image-to-image translation. Here we separately review the most relevant approaches to these
tasks, highlighting our contributions.
Unsupervised domain adaptation We aim at using synthetic data to perform semantic
segmentation on real images, where no labels are available. This can be framed as a problem
of UDA, where the main idea is to align the source and target distributions at either feature
level, pixel level, or both. This has been applied to image classification [3, 9, 10, 29, 30,
43, 44] by minimizing the Maximum Mean Discrepancy [11, 29], measuring the correlation
distance [41] or with adversarial learning [44].
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Pixel-level Alignment Feature-level Alignment
Figure 2: Overview of our method. M is the segmentation network, which is shared for all
the steps. F is the translation network. Dseg is the segmentation discriminator. The losses
are detailed in Section 3. We omitted the reconstruction and consistency pipelines, together
with the target image discriminator. The pixel-level alignment for T → S is symmetric to
S→ T . The dashed arrow between M(XT ) and Y SSLT is used to indicate that the pseudo-label
generation is performed offline, before feature-level alignment.
Semantic segmentation is a much more complex task and the first solution for domain
adaptation has been proposed in [15] with global distribution alignment at feature level. Cur-
riculum learning was used in [50], where the authors proposed first to learn the global distri-
bution of the image and the local distribution of superpixels, and then train the segmentation
network according to these properties. Global feature alignment was also adopted in [42],
where different discriminators are employed for features at different levels. Other works
introduced class-wise adversarial learning [4] and pseudo-labels [4, 24, 52]. CLAN [31]
improves feature level alignment by reweighting the adversarial loss with a discrepancy map
based on categories. Feature level alignment, however, is not enough to adapt to different
domains, which is why the most recent approaches [5, 8, 16, 24, 49] introduced also pixel-
level alignment. CyCADA [16] trains the segmentation network on images translated with
CycleGAN [51] and a semantic consistency loss. DCAN [49] adopts a custom image-to-
image translation network and performs feature alignment both in the translation and in the
segmentation step. CrDoCo [5] uses a cross-domain consistency loss to improve the trans-
lation. Similarly BDL [24] links translation and segmentation with a perceptual loss, where
the training is iterated to gradually improve both tasks.
Our work builds on top of these ideas, but we rethink the generator architecture to condi-
tion the image-to-image translation with the semantic guidance of the segmentation network.
Image-to-image translation In order to translate synthetic images into real looking ones
without using paired couples, the most common approach is to use Generative Adversarial
Networks [12]. By learning how to trick the discriminator, the generator network becomes
able to generate images aligned with the target distribution.
Nevertheless, only with the introduction of the cycle consistency [51] the generated
images look realistic. UNIT [26] develops a more complex assumption: by combining
VAEs [7, 35] with CoGANs [25], they enforce that two domains share a common latent
space which can be used to move from one domain to the other and back. This approach
evolves in MUNIT [18], where the shared latent space is formalized as the content and com-
bined with the target style to generate multimodal realistic outputs.
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GTA5 sample GTA5 pred (D) GTA5→ CS (D) GTA5 pred (F) GTA5→ CS (F)
Figure 3: Translation from GTA5 [36] to Cityscapes [6]. We take a sample from GTA5,
get the predicted segmentation using M, and generate XS→T . We present the results obtained
with both DeepLabV2 [2] and FCN8s [28] used as semantic guidance.
Normalization layers The key insight for image-to-image translation is in the ability to
disentangle style and content. In fact, in order to move from one domain to the other, one
has to be able to change the style while preserving the image content.
It has been noted [17] that the most effective way to swap styles is by using normalization
layers. Batch Normalization [19] has been used in [45], but [47] found that replacing it with
Instance Normalization (IN) [46] leads to significant improvements. IN works in the feature
space in the same way Contrast Normalization works in the pixel space, which makes it much
more effective. A more general approach has been introduced by Adaptive IN (AdaIN),
which computes the affine transformation from a style input. UNIT [26] uses IN to swap the
source and target style. Instead of performing a global translation with IN, we exploit the
task network to translate each region of the image according to its semantic meaning. To this
end, we choose to denormalize the generator activations with the SPADE layer [34], giving
a result that naturally cooperates with the learning of the semantic segmentation task.
3 Method
Our objective is to train a deep neural network M to perform semantic segmentation on a
target (real) dataset T . We assume we only have the target images XT without the target
labels YT . In order to do this, we use synthetic data from a source (synthetic) dataset S,
where we have both the images XS and the labels YS.
This problem setting is UDA for semantic segmentation, which means that we want to
reduce the domain shift caused by the difference in visual appearance of the two domains.
As depicted in Figure 2, we follow the recent work [5, 16, 24] and take advantage of
both pixel-level and feature-level alignment to reduce the domain shift. We can see them as
two separate subtasks, but we will also show how they actually need to cooperate to improve
each other in the following sections.
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Test sample Ground truth GTA5→ CS w/ D GTA5→ CS w/ F
Figure 4: Semantic Segmentation adapted from GTA5 [36] to Cityscapes [6]. We take a
sample XT from the Cityscapes validation set and show the segmentation predictions M(XT )
of both the adapted DeepLabV2 [2] and FCN8s [28] networks.
3.1 Pixel-level alignment
For pixel-level alignment, we make use of an image-to-image translation network FS→T ,
which learns through adversarial training to visually align XS to XT by generating XS→T =
FS→T (XS). Some visual examples of the results of this pipeline are depicted in Figure 6.
Inspired by [26] [18], we assume that S and T share a common latent space Z and design
two coupled GANs to train the desired system.
The training objective for the image translation model is comprised of several loss func-
tions computed as the sum of two components, one per domain. The final objective is then:
L= λreconLrecon+λGANLGAN+λCCILCCI +λCCHLCCH +λSCELSCE (1)
Image reconstruction We have an encoder for each domain, ES and ET , coupled with
a corresponding generator for each domain, GS and GT , to form two Autoencoders. The
encoders extract the latent code z ∼ Z, which is fed to the generators along with the se-
mantic features predicted by M. Therefore, a translated image is indicated as xA→B =
GB(EA(xA),M(xA)) and the image reconstruction loss is:
LSrecon = ExS∼XS [||xS→S − xS ||] LTrecon = ExT∼XT [||xT→T − xT ||] (2)
Adversarial loss By combining ES with GT and vice versa, we get the actual translation
models FS→T and FT→S, which are trained in an adversarial fashion to trick the corresponding
discriminators DT and DS:
LSGAN =
1
2
ExS∼XS [(DS(xS))
2] +
1
2
ExT∼XT [(DS(xT→S)−1)2]
LTGAN =
1
2
ExT∼XT [(DT (xT ))
2]+
1
2
ExS∼XS [(DT (xS→T )−1)2]
(3)
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Cycle consistency By combining FS→T with FT→S and viceversa we can now apply the
cycle consistency loss to images and latent spaces:
LSCCI = ExS∼XS [||xST − xS||] LTCCI = ExT∼XT [||xTS− xT ||]
LSCCH = EzS∼Z [||zS→T − zS||] LTCCH = EzT∼Z [||zT→S− zT ||]
(4)
where zS→T refers to the latent space extracted by ET from xS→T and viceversa.
Symmetric cross-entropy Finally, we impose that the segmentation predicted for the trans-
lated image has to be consistent with the one predicted for the original one through a sym-
metric cross-entropy loss, which is made of two contributions. For the S→ T case, the first
contribution assumes that M(xS→T ) is the ground truth label and tries to align M(xS) with
it. The second contribution assumes that M(xS) is the ground truth label and tries to align
M(xS→T ) with it. The T → S case is symmetrical to the first one.
LSSCE =−ExS∼XS [M(xS→T ) logM(xS) ]−ExS∼XS [M(xS) logM(xS→T ) ]
LTSCE =−ExT∼XT [M(xT→S) logM(xT )]−ExT∼XT [M(xT ) logM(xT→S)]
(5)
3.2 Semantically adaptive generator
Recent generator architectures [18, 21, 27] make use of AdaIN to remove the source style
and inject the target one. However, we observe that the global denormalization performed
by AdaIN might be suboptimal for the image translation task. This is why we redesigned
our generator to adaptively denormalize each pixel based on its semantics.
We use M to extract a segmentation map m ∈ RB×C×H×W from the input image, where
C is the number of classes. When feeding it to the generator, we choose to represent this
semantic guidance as the unnormalized output of M. In the supplementary material we
detail the reasons behind this choice and the other possibilities.
Given an input activation x ∈ RB×C′×H ′×W ′ , m is resized to H ′×W ′ and fed to the SPADE
layer, which outputs γ,β ∈ RB×C′×H ′×W ′ . We then normalize x by using Instance Normaliza-
tion and use γ and β to denormalize it:
yb,c,h,w = γb,c,h,w
xb,c,h,w−µb,c
σb,c
+βb,c,h,w (6)
3.3 Analysis
Pixel-level alignment has given a great boost to the research in UDA problems, but the gap
with the performance achievable with full supervision is still huge. We believe that the
image translation methods still need a lot of improvements and this is why we focused on
redesigning the generator to include a semantic conditioning. Our claim is that adaptively
denormalizing each pixel based on its class allows the translation model to produce results
which are better for domain adaptation, since each region gets injected with features that are
more consistent with its semantic. This connection strengthens the bridge with feature-level
alignment (see Figure 1), which before our work was induced only by consistency losses.
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Cycada [16] D 86.7 35.6 80.1 19.8 17.5 38.0 39.9 41.5 82.7 27.9 73.6 64.9 19 65.0 12.0 28.6 4.5 31.1 42.0 42.7
AdaptSegNet [42] D 86.5 25.9 79.8 22.1 20.0 23.6 33.1 21.8 81.8 25.9 75.9 57.3 26.2 76.3 29.8 32.1 7.2 29.5 32.5 41.4
DCAN [49] D 85.0 30.8 81.3 25.8 21.2 22.2 25.4 26.6 83.4 36.7 76.2 58.9 24.9 80.7 29.5 42.9 2.5 26.9 11.6 41.7
CLAN [31] D 87.0 27.1 79.6 27.3 23.3 28.3 35.5 24.2 83.6 27.4 74.2 58.6 28.0 76.2 33.1 36.7 6.7 31.9 31.4 43.2
BDL [24] D 91.0 44.7 84.2 34.6 27.6 30.2 36.0 36.0 85.0 43.6 83.0 58.6 31.6 83.3 35.3 49.7 3.3 28.8 35.6 48.5
Ours D 91.2 43.3 85.2 38.6 25.9 34.7 41.3 41.0 85.5 46.0 86.5 61.7 33.8 85.5 34.4 48.7 0.0 36.1 37.8 50.4
Curriculum [50] F 74.9 22.0 71.7 6.0 11.9 8.4 16.3 11.1 75.7 13.3 66.5 38.0 9.3 55.2 18.8 18.9 0.0 16.8 16.6 28.9
CBST [52] F 66.7 26.8 73.7 14.8 9.5 28.3 25.9 10.1 75.5 15.7 51.6 47.2 6.2 71.9 3.7 2.2 5.4 18.9 32.4 30.9
Cycada [16] F 85.2 37.2 76.5 21.8 15.0 23.8 22.9 21.5 80.5 31.3 60.7 50.5 9.0 76.9 17.1 28.2 4.5 9.8 0.0 35.4
DCAN [49] F 82.3 26.7 77.4 23.7 20.5 20.4 30.3 15.9 80.9 25.4 69.5 52.6 11.1 79.6 24.9 21.2 1.3 17.0 6.7 36.2
LSD [39] F 88.0 30.5 78.6 25.2 23.5 16.7 23.5 11.6 78.7 27.2 71.9 51.3 19.5 80.4 19.8 18.3 0.9 20.8 18.4 37.1
CLAN [31] F 88.0 30.6 79.2 23.4 20.5 26.1 23.0 14.8 81.6 34.5 72.0 45.8 7.9 80.5 26.6 29.9 0.0 10.7 0.0 36.6
CrDoCo [5] F 89.1 33.2 80.1 26.9 25.0 18.3 23.4 12.8 77.0 29.1 72.4 55.1 20.2 79.9 22.3 19.5 1.0 20.1 18.7 38.1
BDL [24] F 89.2 40.9 81.2 29.1 19.2 14.2 29.0 19.6 83.7 35.9 80.7 54.7 23.3 82.7 25.8 28.0 2.3 25.7 19.9 41.3
Ours F 91.1 46.4 82.9 33.2 27.9 20.6 29.0 28.2 84.5 40.9 82.3 52.4 24.4 81.2 21.8 44.8 31.5 26.5 33.7 46.5
Table 1: Results of adapting GTA5 [36] to Cityscapes [6]. D stands for DeepLabV2 [2] with
ResNet101 [13], while F stands for FCN8s [28] with VGG16 [40] as backbone network.
3.4 Feature-level alignment
For feature-level alignment, we train M on XT and XS→T by combining supervision on XS→T ,
self-supervision on XT and adversarial learning. The loss, in this case, is given by
L= λsegLseg+λSSLLSSL+λadvLadv (7)
We set λseg = 1, λSSL = 1, λadv = 10−3 for DeepLabV2, λadv = 10−4 for FCN8s and use
the same optimization hyperparameters of [24] to train both networks.
Segmentation loss The main supervision for the segmentation task is given by training
the network on (XS→T ,YS), where XS→T are images translated from the synthetic to the real
domain. This is formulated as the common cross-entropy loss:
Lseg =−Ex∼XS→T ,y∼YS
K
∑
k=1
1[k=y] log(M(x)k) (8)
Self-supervised segmentation Following [24], we also adopt self-supervision to improve
the adaptation model. To this end, we compute M(XT ) and use as labels the high confidence
predictions, creating Y SSLT :
Y SSLT =
arg max1≤k≤K M(XT )k, if M(XT )k ≥ thSSL−1, otherwise (9)
where K is the number of classes, −1 is the index ignored and thSSL is the confidence
threshold, which we use to filter the uncertain predictions. In our experiments we set thSSL =
0.9.
This makes us able to compute a cross-entropy loss also on the target dataset:
LSSL =−Ex∼XT ,y∼Y SSLT
K
∑
k=1
1[k=y] log(M(x)k) (10)
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AdaptSegNet [42] D 79.2 37.2 78.8 - - - 9.9 10.5 78.2 80.5 53.5 19.6 67.0 29.5 21.6 31.3 45.9
CLAN [31] D 81.3 37.0 80.1 - - - 16.1 13.7 78.2 81.5 53.4 21.2 73.0 32.9 22.6 30.7 47.8
BDL [24] D 86.0 46.7 80.3 - - - 14.1 11.6 79.2 81.3 54.1 27.9 73.7 42.2 25.7 45.3 51.4
Ours D 87.7 49.7 81.6 - - - 19.3 18.5 81.1 83.7 58.7 31.8 73.3 47.9 37.1 45.7 55.1
FCNsITW [15] F 11.5 19.6 30.8 4.4 0.0 20.3 0.1 11.7 42.3 68.7 51.2 3.8 54.0 3.2 0.2 0.6 20.2
Curriculum [50] F 65.2 26.1 74.9 0.1 0.5 10.7 3.5 3.0 76.1 70.6 47.1 8.2 43.2 20.7 0.7 13.1 29.0
CBST [52] F 69.6 28.7 69.5 12.1 0.1 25.4 11.9 13.6 82.0 81.9 49.1 14.5 66.0 6.6 3.7 32.4 35.4
DCAN [49] F 79.9 30.4 70.8 1.6 0.6 22.3 6.7 23.0 76.9 73.9 41.9 16.7 61.7 11.5 10.3 38.6 35.4
CLAN [31] F 80.4 30.7 74.7 - - - 1.4 8.0 77.1 79.0 46.5 8.9 73.8 18.2 2.2 9.9 39.3
CrDoCo [5] F 84.9 32.8 80.1 4.3 0.4 29.4 14.2 21.0 79.2 78.3 50.2 15.9 69.8 23.4 11.0 15.6 38.2
BDL [24] F 72.0 30.3 74.5 0.1 0.3 24.6 10.2 25.2 80.5 80.0 54.7 23.2 72.7 24.0 7.5 44.9 39.0
Ours F 79.1 34.0 78.3 0.3 0.6 26.7 15.9 29.5 81.0 81.1 55.5 21.9 77.2 23.5 11.8 47.5 41.5
Table 2: Results of adapting SYNTHIA [37] to Cityscapes [37]. D stands for DeepLabV2 [2]
with ResNet101 [13], while F stands for FCN8s [28] with VGG16 [40] as backbone network.
Adversarial loss Supervision on pixel-level aligned images and self-supervision on target
images are not enough to learn a full model. This is why we also make use of adversarial
training by feeding the semantic maps to a discriminator Dseg, which has to distinguish the
maps predicted by M for S and T , giving:
Ladv = ExT∼XT [log(Dseg(M(xT )))]+ExS→T∼XS→T [log(1−Dseg(M(xS→T )))] (11)
This loss enforces an output space alignment [42], which means that M has to learn how
to predict semantic maps with distributions that are aligned regardless of the input domain.
4 Experiments
We present our experimental results for the synthetic to real adaptation using two dataset set-
tings: GTA5 [36] to Cityscapes [6] and SYNTHIA [37] to Cityscapes. We evaluate the mean
intersection-over-union (IoU) on the Cityscapes validation set and show how our method
outperforms the current state-of-the-art by adopting the same segmentation models. Finally,
we conduct an ablation study to highlight the value of our contributions.
Segmentation network We choose to adapt two segmentation networks: DeepLabV2 [2]
with ResNet101 [13] and FCN8s [28] with VGG16 [40]. Both networks are trained on
images downsampled to 1024x512 with batch size 1.
We initialize the segmentation networks from [24] to speed up the training process. In
order to show the independence from this initialization, we also conduct one experiment
where we train DeepLabV2 from scratch for the GTA→Cityscapes task, and we find this to
be in line with the results that we get by initializing it with [24].
Translation network For the translation part, we describe the architecture of the encoders,
generators and discriminators.
The encoder is made by few downsampling blocks, followed by residual blocks for fur-
ther processing of the latent code and they all use IN [46]. Symmetrically, the generators
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take in the latent code and process it with residual blocks, where IN and SPADE are com-
bined to normalize the feature maps. These are followed by upsampling blocks with Layer
Normalization [1]. We found LN to better preserve the style in the generated activations.
In each domain we have discriminators for multiple scales [48], each being a Patch Dis-
criminator [20, 23]. The GAN [12] objective we choose is the one proposed in LSGAN [32].
We apply Spectral Normalization [33] to all the models described here.
When training the translation model we resize the input images to 1024x512 and take
512x512 random crops out of them. We use Adam [22] as optimizer with β1 = 0.9 and
β2 = 0.99. We apply TTUR [14] and set the initial learning rate to be 10−4. The learning rate
is scheduled to decay to 0 after 1000000 iterations with a ’poly’ scheduling where the power
is 0.9. The batch size is 1 for all the experiments. The loss weights are set to λrecon = 10,
λGAN = 1, λCCI = 10, λCCH = 1, λSCE = 10.
Bidirectional learning Pixel-level and feature-level alignment are not performed in an
end-to-end fashion. Besides being highly expensive in terms of memory requirements, we
found this approach to be very unstable and it did not lead to good results.
We adopt a policy similar to [24] and iteratively recreate XS→T when M stops improving
on the target dataset. Before each training of the segmentation network, we also generate
new pseudo-labels Y SSLT . We found this procedure to significantly improve the final mIoU
compared to a single iteration of pixel-level and feature-level alignment.
4.1 Comparison with State of the Art
GTA5 to Cityscapes For the GTA5 [36] to Cityscapes [6] task, we evaluate on all the
19 classes used in the Cityscapes benchmark since the datasets are fully compatible. Some
visual results for this setting are presented in Figure 4. In this case, the upper bounds in
terms of mIoU are 65.1 for DeepLabV2 [2] and 60.3 for FCN8s [28], which are the results
achievable by training with the target labels. In Table 1 we compare our results with the
related work. In terms of mIoU, we get respectively +1.9% and +4.2% over the state-of-the-
art with the two networks.
SYNTHIA to Cityscapes SYNTHIA [37] has been adopted in the past by the other works
for its overlapping with 16 of the Cityscapes classes. For the SYNTHIA to Cityscapes task
we compare our results with the state-of-the-art in Table 2 and present some visual results in
the supplementary material. For a fair comparison, the results of the DeepLabV2 architecture
are limited to the 13 classes adopted by the other works [24, 31, 42]. The upper bounds in
terms of mIoU are 71.7 for DeepLabV2 and 59.5 for FCN8s. In the case of DeepLabV2 we
surpass the current state-of-the-art in mIoU by +3.7%. For FCN8s, instead, we get +2.5%
on the mIoU.
4.2 Ablation study
In order to weight our contribution, we perform an ablation study of the proposed method
(see Table 3). For each experiment, we report 3 values: the mIoU; the gain wrt the lower
bound, which is a naive training on the source dataset; the remaining gap wrt the upper
bound, which is the result for training with target labels (called oracle prediction).
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SPADE LSCE mIoU Gain Gap to UB
49.2 15.6 15.9
X 49.5 15.9 15.6
X 49.5 15.9 15.6
X X 50.4 16.8 14.7
Table 3: Ablation study. We report the mIoU, the gain wrt the lower bound (i.e. training
naively on source), the gap wrt the upper bound (i.e. training on target).
Setting Network IS FID
GTA5→ Cityscapes DeepLabV2 4.9 27.9
GTA5→ Cityscapes FCN8s 4.8 40.3
SYNTHIA→ Cityscapes DeepLabV2 5.0 100.8
SYNTHIA→ Cityscapes FCN8s 4.9 113.7
Table 4: Image quality evaluation. We report the Inception Score (IS) [38] and the Fréchet
Inception Distance (FID) [14] of the images generated in each setting of our experiments.
The experiments are conducted with DeepLabV2 [2] for the GTA5 [36] to Cityscapes [6]
task, for which the lower bound is 33.6 and the upper bound is 65.1.
We first show the baseline results that we get by using the generator with no Symmetric
Cross-Entropy LSCE and no semantic guidance. In this setting, the residual blocks of the
generator use IN [46] layers and the image-to-image translation is completely unrelated to
the semantic segmentation. Secondly, we add the semantic guidance with the SPADE [34]
layer. This setting can still benefit from the semantic guidance in the translation, but loses
the ability to enforce the cross-domain consistency for the segmentation task. Then we swap
back the SPADE layer with IN and enable LSCE . This setting resembles the one used in [5],
where the architecture of CycleGAN [51] is replaced by ours. Finally, we show that the best
results are achieved by the combination of the two elements, which completely bridges the
translation and segmentation tasks and is the final setting of our work.
We can see that when we remove SPADE or LSCE the mIoU drops, suggesting that they
both have an important contribution to get the best result.
4.3 Generated image quality
We also report the quality of the images generated by our image-to-image translation model.
In Table 4 we report the Inception Score (IS) [38] of the images XS→T and the Fréchet Incep-
tion Distance (FID) [14] with the Cityscapes training set. Although the IS of the produced
images is low in every setting, the FID results indicate that the semantic guidance induced
by DeepLabV2 is the one that best visually aligns the synthetic domain to Cityscapes. The
images translated from SYNTHIA, however, have a much greater distance from Cityscapes
than the ones translated from GTA5, regardless of the network used as semantic guidance.
We note that this is possibly due to the bigger initial gap in visual appearance between the
two domains, since the FID between the original SYNTHIA and Cityscapes is 156.92, while
the FID between the original GTA5 and Cityscapes is only 62.42.
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A Representation of the semantic input
The image synthesis network of SPADE takes as input a one-hot encoding of the ground
truth semantic segmentation. Here, instead, we use the unnormalized output of M for every
translation that we perform. This is a consequence of the cycle consistency constraints.
As explained in the main article, we have to perform both the S T and T  S cycles,
which is why we have to train both GS and GT by feeding them semantic maps aligned with
the input images. In UDA problems, we do not have access to YT , which is why we use
M(XT ) for the T  S cycle.
However, we note that the refined output classes predicted by M are far from the ground
truth and cannot give an accurate conditioning, especially in the target domain when the
segmentation is still in the initial training phases. Because of this, we choose to use as
semantic guidance the unnormalized output of M. This representation has the advantage
of carrying the confidence of the prediction, which could potentially be used by the SPADE
layers to avoid denormalizing a region with the incorrect class (e.g. on the borders of objects,
where the segmentation tends to fail more easily).
In the S T cycle, we could use YS as semantic guidance, but this would lead to incon-
sistent input distributions for the SPADE layers, which is why we adopt M(XS) as semantic
guidance in this case too.
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B Detailed architecture
Encoder
Kernel
size Stride
Input
channels
Output
channels
Output
upsampling Residual
Activation
function Normalization
Spectral
normalization
7 1 3 64 - - ReLU IN X
4 2 64 128 - - ReLU IN X
4 2 128 256 - - ReLU IN X
3 1 256 256 - X ReLU IN X
3 1 256 256 - X ReLU IN X
3 1 256 256 - X ReLU IN X
3 1 256 256 - X ReLU IN X
Generator
Kernel
size Stride
Input
channels
Output
channels
Output
upsampling Residual
Activation
function Normalization
Spectral
normalization
3 1 256 256 - X ReLU IN+SPADE X
3 1 256 256 - X ReLU IN+SPADE X
3 1 256 256 - X ReLU IN+SPADE X
3 1 256 256 X X ReLU IN+SPADE X
5 1 256 128 X - ReLU LN X
5 1 128 64 - - ReLU LN X
7 1 64 3 - - Tanh - X
Discriminator (x3)
Kernel
size Stride
Input
channels
Output
channels
Output
upsampling Residual
Activation
function Normalization
Spectral
normalization
4 2 3 64 - - LReLU0.2 - X
4 2 64 128 - - LReLU0.2 - X
4 2 128 256 - - LReLU0.2 - X
4 2 256 512 - - LReLU0.2 - X
1 1 512 1 - - - - X
Table 5: Detailed architecture of encoders, generators and discriminators in the image-
to-image translation step. The architectures follow the schemes adopted by CycleGAN
and UNIT. Output upsampling indicates that we use a 2× nearest-neighbor upsampling of
the output feature maps. Residual indicates that the layer is actually a residual block, not a
simple convolutional one. LReLU0.2 indicates the Leaky Rectified Linear Unit with slope
α = 0.2.
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C Fake segmentation
The effect of using the SPADE layers in the image-to-image translation model can be seen
better when there is a mismatch between the source image and the semantic guidance. To
show this effect, we feed the SPADE layers with a segmentation map extracted from an
image that is different from the one being translated. In Figure 5, we can see how the
denormalization wrongly creates some features in the region of the image they do not belong
to (i.e. green on the road).
Source for segmentation Semantic segmentation
Source for translation Translated image
Figure 5: Fake segmentation for image-to-image translation. We take two different sam-
ples X1S (a) and X
2
S (c) from GTA5. We then use M to get the predicted segmentation M(X
1
S )
(b) and use it as semantic guidance for the translation of X1S to get XS→T =FS→T (X
1
S ,M(X
2
S )).
The result (d) emphasizes the effect of the semantic guidance in our image-to-image transla-
tion method.
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D Additional results
GTA5
sample
GTA5 pred
(D)
GTA5→CS
(D)
GTA5 pred
(F)
GTA5→CS
(F)
Figure 6: Additional translations from GTA5 to Cityscapes. We take a sample XS from
GTA5, get the predicted segmentation using M, and generate XS→T . We present the results
obtained with both DeepLabV2 and FCN8s used as semantic guidance.
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SYNTHIA
sample
SYNTHIA pred
(D)
SYNTHIA→CS
(D)
SYNTHIA pred
(F)
SYNTHIA→CS
(F)
Figure 7: Translations from SYNTHIA to Cityscapes. We take a sample XS from SYN-
THIA, get the predicted segmentation using M, and generate XS→T . We present the results
obtained with both DeepLabV2 and FCN8s used as semantic guidance.
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CS
sample
Ground
truth
No adaptation
(GTA) GTA5→CS SYNTHIA→CS
Figure 8: Additional segmentation results. We take a sample XT from the Cityscapes
validation set and get the predicted segmentation using M. Here we show the different results
obtainable with M being DeepLabV2. First we show the results obtained with M trained with
no adaptation on GTA5, then the results obtained by adapting GTA5 and SYNTHIA.
